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Abstract—In most cases defragmentation occurs, in elastic

optical networks, in the links between the network’s nodes.

In this article, defragmentation in an elastic optical network’s

node is investigated. The W-S-W switching architecture has

been used as a node. A short description of a purpose-built

simulator is introduced. Several methods of defragmenta-

tion which are implemented in this simulator are described

as well.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, a typical optical WDM network offers enough

sufficient bandwidth. However, it is highly probable that

in the nearest future it will not be sufficient to handle a

quickly increasing online traffic. Of course, a higher trans-

mission speed could be used to solve that problem, but an

optical path with the speed of 100 Gb/s, 400 Gb/s or even

1 Tb/s is not needed by all users. Such speeds will be

used mostly by network operators inside the core network.

Hence, some cost-effective and scalable solutions to convey

such diverse traffic will be required. Therefore, the use of

Elastic Optical Networks (EONs) has been proposed [1],

enabling flexible assignment of optical bandwidth. The

total optical bandwidth is divided into a lot of frequency

slots, where one such frequency slot constitutes the small-

est amount of optical bandwidth which can be assigned to

an optical path. Therefore, any connection could demand a

different number of such slots. In general, one connection

demands m such slots. Currently, the slot width granularity

equals 12.5 GHz, and it is referred to as a Frequency Slots

Unit (FSU) [2].

EONs make bandwidth management easier. However, they

offer also new challenges, such as, for instance, spectrum

fragmentation. A sequence of connection and disconnec-

tion operations caused by the dynamic nature of the net-

work’s operation sooner or later results in the existence of

non-aligned, isolated, and small-size blocks of spectrum

segments. These segments can seldom be used for future

connections. In most cases this results in a low spectrum

utilization rate and a high probability of blocking. There-

fore, the use of different defragmentation techniques allows

to set up some, or sometimes all connections which nor-

mally will not be set up due to improper utilization of the

spectrum.

Table 1

Abbreviations used in the paper

Abbreviation Description

BV-WCS
Bandwidth-Variable Wavelength

Converting Switch

BV-WSSS
Bandwidth-Variable Wavelength

Selective Space Switch

BV-WSS
Bandwidth-Variable Wavelength

Selective Switch

EON Elastic Optical Network

FSU Frequency Slot Unit

NED Network Elements Description

PC Passive Coupler

S-W-S
Space-Wavelength-Space switching

fabric

TWBC
Tunable Waveband Bandwidth

Converters

W-S-W
Wavelength-Space-Wavelength

switching fabric

Table 2

Symbols used in the paper

Symbol Description

c Number of TWBCs

k Number of FSUs in each interstage fiber

m Number of FSUs occupied by one

connection

mmax
Maximum number of FSUs

occupied by one connection

n Number of FSUs in each input/output fiber

p Number of switches in the center stage

q
Number of input/output fibers in each

input/output switching element

r Number of switches in the input/output stage
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Several architectures of elastic optical switching nodes are

known [3]–[5]. Recently, new architectures of EONs, re-

ferred to as Wavelength-Space-Wavelength (W-S-W) [6]

and Space-Wavelength-Space (S-W-S) [7] were proposed.

In this paper, two instances of the W-S-W architecture

are considered, called WSW1 and WSW2, respectively [8].

Some abbreviations and symbols used in this paper have al-

ready been introduced, and some will be defined later. For

the reader’s convenience, they are presented in Tables 1

and 2.

The remaining portion of the paper is organized as fol-

lows. In Section 2 a short description of the EON archi-

tectures used is provided. In Section 3 problem statement,

and in Section 4 defragmentation methods are described.

Section 5 introduces the simulator which allows to simulate

W-S-W EONs. The last Section presents conclusions and

the future work.

2. EON’s Architectures

As mentioned before, two W-S-W switching architec-

tures are considered in this paper: WSW1 and WSW2.

In paper [9], only the WSW1 structure was implemented

in the simulator proposed in Section 5. As the simula-

tor in question still remains in the development phase,

both WSW1 and WSW2 switching fabrics are already im-

plemented.

The WSW1 switching fabric (see Fig. 1a) consists of

r Bandwidth-Variable Wavelength Converting Switches

(BV-WCSs) with the capacity of 1×1 in the first and third

stages, and of one Bandwidth-Variable Wavelength Selec-

tive Space Switch (BV-WSSS) with the capacity of r× r in

the center stage. Each BV-WCS contains one Bandwidth-

Variable Wavelength Selective Switch (BV-WSS), one Pas-

sive Coupler (PC), and c Tunable Waveband Bandwidth

Converters (TWBCs). The role of BV-WSS is to direct

connections from the input fiber to different TWBCs, one

connection to one TWBC. In the TWBC, the connection is

moved from one set of FSUs (one frequency slot) to another

set of FSUs (another frequency slot). After conversion in

TWBCs, all connections are combined to the output fiber

by the PC. In turn, one BV-WSSS has r BV-WSSs and

r PCs. For a detailed description of the WSW1 switching

fabric see [8].

The WSW2 switching fabric (see Fig. 1b) consists of r BV-

WCSs with the capacity of q× p in the first stage, r BV-

WCSs with the capacity of p× q in the third stage, and

p BV-WSSSs with the capacity of r× r in the center stage.

Each BV-WCS of the first stage contains q BV-WSS, p PCs

and c TWBCs. Each BV-WCS of the third stage contains

p BV-WSS, q PCs and c TWBCs. For WSW2, c = qp.

The role of BV-WSS is, similarly as in the WSW1 switch-

ing fabric, to direct connections from the input fiber to

different TWBCs, one connection to one TWBC. Then, in

TWBC, the connection is moved from one set to another

set of FSUs. After spectrum conversion, all connections are

combined by PC to the output fiber. In turn, each BV-WSSS

has r BV-WSSs and r PCs. For a detailed description of

the WSW2 switching fabric see [8].

Each input and each output fiber in the W-S-W switching

fabric has n FSUs and each interstage fiber has k FSUs

(see Fig. 1). As mentioned before, a new connection could

require m frequency slots, where m is typically limited by

1 ≤ m ≤ mmax ≤ n. Of course, the following is always

true: n ≤ k.

3. Defragmentation

Defragmentation of EONs very often occurs at the network

level [10]–[12]. This means that input and output node’s

Fig. 1. W-S-W elastic optical networks: (a) WSW1 structure, (b) WSW2 structure.
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FSUs are defragmented according to the network state, and

for such a defragmentation it is not important which struc-

ture of the network node is used. However, from the node

point of view, defragmentation could be performed inside

the node as well. Defragmentation in an EON node oc-

curs inside interstage links only. This means that the order

of FSUs at each input, as well as at each output link of

the W-S-W switching fabric will not be changed. The only

place where the order of FSUs can be changed is at the

input and output link of the BV-WSSS switch.

The frequency slot unit defragmentation algorithm needs to

address the following questions: when to defragment, what

to defragment, and how to defragment?

3.1. When to Defragment?

Defragmentation in the WSW1 or in the WSW2 switching

nodes could be performed at a different moments:

• The first moment of defragmentation is when an

m-slot connection has just been disconnected and

m free FSUs have appeared in the switching node

for new, future connection(s);

• The second moment of defragmentation is when

a new m-slot connection appears in a node and there

are enough FSUs to establish this connection, with

those FSUs not being adjacent, however.

3.2. What for Defragment?

Defragmentation allows to establish a new connection when

there are enough FSUs in a switching node, with the said

FSUs not being adjacent to each other, however. There are

several methods of defragmentation and they differ in the in

which the unused FSUs are ordered. Therefore, choosing

the right defragmentation method enables to reorder FSUs

in the optical spectrum, which means that after the defrag-

mentation process there will be enough adjacent FSUs to

establish a new connection.

3.3. How to Defragment?

Several methods used to defragment FSUs may be dis-

tinguished: re-optimization [13], make-before-break [14],

push-and-pull [15], and hop-tuning [16]. All of them are

commonly used for defragmentation of an available spec-

trum used in links between EON nodes. In this article

they were used to defragment an optical spectrum inside

a W-S-W node.

4. Defragmentation Methods

In a special simulator, the four methods referred to above

are used to defragment an optical bandwidth inside an

EON node There are, of course, more known methods

of defragmentation. However, they are have not yet been

implemented in the simulator available. The simulator is

described shortly in Section 5 and it is still under de-

velopment.

4.1. Re-optimization

In the re-optimization method, all existing connections have

to be disconnected and set up once again. The advantage of

this method is that no additional transmitters are required.

The time of defragmentation is a disadvantage. Sometimes,

this lead time is very long. A simple example showing how

this method workings is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Re-optimization defragmentation method: (a) step 0 –

state before defragmentation, (b) step 1 – disconnecting all ex-

isting connections, (c) step 2 – setting up all connections once

again (state after defragmentation). (See color pictures online at

www.nit.eu/publications/journal-jtit)

4.2. Make-before-break

In the make-before-break method, a copy of some existing

connection is created in free FSUs and two identical con-

nections exist simultaneously at a certain time. To handle

this, an additional transmitter is needed. Moreover, during

the defragmentation process, a new connection cannot be

established due to fact that more FSUs are occupied com-

pared to the “before defragmentation state” in the EON

node. It is obvious that in order to perform defragmenta-

tion using this method, an additional number of free slots

is required (in fact twice as many new FSUs are required

by the new connection) and it will not always be possi-

ble to defragment an optical bandwidth inside the EON’s

node. A simple example showing how this method works

is presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Make-before-break defragmentation method: (a) step 0 –

state before defragmentation, (b) step 1 – creating a copy of the

existing (blue) connection, (c) step 2 – disconnecting original

connection, (d) step 3 – state after defragmentation.

4.3. Push-and-pull

In the push-and-pull method, some existing connections are

moved within the optical bandwidth. Any connection may
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be moved inside the free adjacent FSUs, until the connec-

tion in question becomes adjacent to the other connection.

In the case in which there are no free FSUs adjacent to the

connection under consideration, this connection cannot be

moved to other FSUs. A simple example showing how this

method works is presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Push-and-pull defragmentation method: (a) step 0 – state

before defragmentation, (b) step 1 – moving the second (green)

connection to the left side, (c) step 2 – moving the third (blue)

connection to the left side (state after defragmentation).

4.4. Hop-tuning

In the hop-tuning method, an existing connection is moved

to any free FSUs that are not necessarily adjacent to the

connection under consideration. Unlike with the make-

before-break and push-and-pull methods, this method al-

lows to move several connections at the same time. This is

a big advantage, as the time needed for such a defragmen-

tation is very often shorter than 1 µs. In this method, there

is no need to use additional transmitters, which is another

advantage. A simple example showing how this method

works is presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Hop-tuning defragmentation method: (a) step 0 – state

before defragmentation, (b) step 1 – moving (black) connection

(state after defragmentation).

5. Simulator

In order to simulate the EON WSW1 architecture, a spe-

cial software simulator has been developed, based on the

OMNeT++ discrete event simulator, version 5.0 [17]. The

same tool has been expanded to enable the simulation of

WSW2 switching fabrics. At present, the simulator is op-

erating based on OMNeT++ version 5.2. All functionali-

ties (such as the behavior of all elements) and algorithms

(such as defragmentation methods) have been developed

with the use of C++. All graphical representations of each

element, in turn, have been prepared with the use of Net-

work Elements Description (NED) – a special language

used in the OMNeT++ environment. OMNeT++ ensures

also a variety of generators which can be used as traf-

fic generators. The traffic is very efficient in simulating

all connections appearing in the elastic optical node under

consideration. It also allows to randomly choose a different

size of the new connection – in the case of W-S-W, it is

simply the m value.

The first version of this tool was used to simulate strict-

sense non-blocking conditions for the WSW1 switching

fabric. The results obtained were compared with these

achieved in paper [8]. Then, the second version of the

simulator was expanded to provide for rearrangeable non-

blocking conditions in the WSW1 architecture. The re-

sults obtained were compared with these presented in pa-

per [18]. However, in both simulator versions mentioned

above, graphical representation of the WSW1 switching

fabric was not possible – it merely had the shape of one

or several gray elements. Therefore, a third version of the

simulator was developed, where the graphical representa-

tion of a WSW1 EON was possible (see Fig. 6). Four de-

fragmentation algorithms were added to it as well. In the

current version of the simulator, a new structure of W-S-W

was added, namely the WSW2 switching fabric. In the fu-

ture, more defragmentation algorithms will be added and

more different EON structures will be supported (like, for

instance, S-W-S-type switching fabrics).

Fig. 6. WSW1 node with n = 5, r = 4, and k = 7 operating in

the OMNeT++ environment.

The current software version uses qr+1 cMersenneTwister
random number generators that are already available in the

OMNeT++ simulation environment. There are qr different

generators (one per input) which draw the number of the

output to which the new connection is directed. The size

of the new connection m, in turn, is drawn by another gen-

erator, assigning an integer from the range of 1 and mmax.

In the future, a generator responsible for the Poisson type

of traffic will be added as well.

The WSW1 switching node simulator asks the user, imme-

diately after its start-up, which parameters (like n, r, and k)

should be used during the simulation. By specifying differ-

ent values of n, r and k, different structures of WSW1 will

be obtained. For example, when n = 5, r = 4 and k = 7,

the WSW1 EON looks as presented in Fig. 6. Meanwhile,

with n = 10, r = 2 and k = 15, the WSW1 structure looks

as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. WSW1 node with n = 10, r = 2, and k = 15 operating in the OMNeT++ environment.

In the simulator, each BV-WBCS, as well as BV-WBSSS,

are represented by a proper module which consists of

smaller pieces, such as PCs, BV-WSSs and TWBCs. For

example, for n = 5, each BV-WBCS looks as shown in

Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. The BV-WBCS switch implemented in OMNeT++.

For r = 2, the BV-WBSSS switch looks as presented in

Fig. 9, and for r = 7, as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. The BV-WSSS switch for r = 2.

Fig. 10. The BV-WSSS switch for r = 7.

6. Conclusions

Four defragmentation methods for the W-S-W architecture

have been described in this paper. All of these methods

were already implemented in a purpose-developed simula-

tor. The current version of the simulator offers a graphical

interface as well. However, it is still under development.

The future step is to represent the S-W-S switching fabric
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(another example of an elastic optical network) in the sim-

ulator as well. Both SWS1 and SWS2 architectures will be

implemented. Such a future solution will make it possi-

ble to compare both types of structures with one another.

Other defragmentation methods will be deployed as well.
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